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Dear ITA friends, 

During this year’s World Tunnel Congress in 
Bergen, Norway, the ITA unveiled its 
Strategic Plan for 2017-2020. The 
Association has fixed six major goals for this 
period and “encouraging further knowledge 
sharing through education and training” 
remains a priority, listed as goal number 4. 
The Strategic Plan identifies several specific 
actions in relation to this goal. 

To ensure that the ITA-CET’s education and 
training activities are in line with the ITA’s 
strategy, the Committee’s Steering Board 
has been busy developing its own action 
plan, which will act as a road map for this 
period. A meeting with the ITA Executive 
Council in September and a Committee 
Steering Board meeting in October have 
enabled us to fine tune this action plan (see 
article on page 2). 

Organizing training sessions around the 
world remains high on the agenda and as you 
will see in our article on page 6, seven 
Member Nations have benefited from these 
sessions in 2017. The year 2018 is set to be 
just as busy with several sessions already 
under preparation, including with Nigeria 
which was welcomed as a new ITA Member 
Nation during the WTC General Assembly. 

South America and Asia have continued to 
pursue their training efforts, either through 
collaboration with the ITA-CET Committee 
and ITACET Foundation or through their own 
specific actions. In our article on page 8, we 
examine how Malaysia is dealing with an 
ever-increasing need for trained tunnelling 
professionals. 

The Committee will continue to extend and 
support its university network over the next 
four years. Members of this network are 
scattered across the four corners of the 
globe, and in order to facilitate discussions 
and the exchange of ideas, a Linkedin group 
has recently been set up (see page 10). It is 
hoped that this group will help to strengthen 
relations between the university network 
members and lead to the development of 
new collaborations. 

As in our previous issues, we have decided to 
take a closer look at one of the five ITA-
endorsed Master courses, this time focusing 
on the Master’s in Tunnels and Underground 
Works offered in Madrid by AETOS (the 
Spanish Association of underground Works), 
CICCP (Association of Civil Engineers) and 
UNED (the Spanish Open University). Read 
more on page 9).  

Of course our Committee’s actions cannot be 
implemented without the hard work and 
dedication of its members and we are 
pleased to welcome two new Steering Board 
members: Mr Eric Leca, ITA Vice President, 
who has been appointed Tutor of our 
Committee and Mr Michael Kompatscher, 
the newly appointed coordinator of Activity 
Group 2 (see article on page 4). 

As yet another year draws to a close, it 
remains for us to express our warmest 
season’s greetings to you all and to thank all 
those who have been involved one way or 
another in the Committee’s activities in 2017. 
Let’s hope that 2018 will be just as 
successful! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rober Galler: Committee Chairman 
Michel Deffayet: Committee Vice Chairman  
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Setting the roadmap  
for 2017 -2020 
 
by Robert Galler, Michel Deffayet and Claude Berenguier  
ITA-CET Committee Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary General 
 

For its first meeting since the release of the ITA Strategic Plan 2017 -
2020, the ITA Executive Council met in London on 23

rd
 September 2017. 

At the heart of discussions were the Association’s activities in terms of 
education and training which are currently conducted by both the ITA-
CET Committee and ITA-CET Foundation.  

Although the meeting was primarily focused on strategic issues 
concerning the Foundation, it also provided an excellent opportunity to 
present the Committee’s recent activities and future plans to the 
Executive Council members present. 

A reminder was given of the Committee’s organization and members. 

There are currently 27 “academic” and 15 “industry” members, some of 

whom sit on the Steering Board. The Steering Board also comprises 

representatives of the ITACOSUF, ITACUS and ITAtech.  

The ITA-CET Committee’s work is conducted through: 

 a Steering Board,  

 four Activity Groups : 

- AG1: Training and education for ITA member nations  

- AG2: Training and education for industry  

- AG3: University network  

- AG4: Development of E-learning and other didactic materials 

 a secretariat, in charge of administrative matters and 

communication actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current challenges faced by the Committee were discussed. These 
notably include available human resources. The majority of the 
available means is currently devoted to the organization of training 
sessions (on average 10 per year) and communication actions (website 
and regular newsletters). It has been more difficult to make significant 
headway on other actions, but it is hoped that the recent arrival of new 
Steering Board members will provide fresh impetus.  
 

The Committee’s draft action plan was then presented. This action plan 
is based on the new ITA strategic plan 2017-2020 which deals with 
education and training through several of its goals: 

 the 2
nd

 goal: “Involve WGs and Committees in the preparation of 
didactic documents and ITA-CET courses based on their 
publications”,  

 the 4
th

 goal: “Encourage further knowledge sharing through 
education and training”, which is broken down into 4 ITA actions:  
“Support MNs through the organization of training actions”, 
“Develop a training offer for professionals and industry”, “Implement 
e-learning”, and “Develop a university network as well as a regional 
ITACET correspondents network”  

 and the 5
th

 goal: “Organize training sessions on the use of 
underground space in developing countries” 

After the presentation of the Committee’s draft action plan (see table 
on the next page), discussions ensued between the Executive Council 
members and the ITA-CET Committee representatives present.  

These fruitful discussions enabled the ITA-CET Committee to readjust 
and fine-tune its action plan during its Steering Board meeting in Lyon 
on 4

th
 October 2017. This action plan constitutes the Committee’s road 

map for the 2017-2020 period. Care has been taken to ensure that each 
of the ITA’s goals and actions are transposed into specific ITA-CET 
Committee actions, thereby ensuring that both the ITA strategy and 
the Committee’s strategy are in line.  Above : Michel Deffayet (centre) presents the Committee’s work to the ITA Executive Council  
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                                         action plan 2017-2020 
 

ITA Action ITA Action N° Related ITA-CET Committee Action 

Support Member Nations through the organization of 
training sessions and workshops 

4.1 

Encourage a greater involvement of the host country in the organization of 
training sessions to ensure that the latter reflect the specific needs of the 
Member Nation in question 

Work in close collaboration with the designated WTC correspondent, to 
ensure that WTC training seminars reflect current topics of strong interest to 
tunnelling professionals 

Develop a training offer for professionals and industry 4.2 

Identify one or two major industry representatives/ blue collar training 
organizations/ who would benefit from certification schemes and 
collaborate on their development  

Develop industry-supported seminars to provide training on specific topics 
of interest to Member Nations 

Implement e-learning/webinars 4.3 Develop a first series of webinars in collaboration with the other 
Committees, the Working Groups and the Young Members Group  

 

 

 

Create and develop a University Network as well as a 
regional ITA-CET correspondents network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 

 

 

 

Develop an exchange platform / forum for university members (for example 
via a closed group on Linkedin)  

Identify and contact universities that offer Master’s /PhDs in tunnelling and 
that are not currently in the ITA-CET university network. Promote the 
courses offered by these universities and envisage ITA endorsement when 
relevant. 

Facilitate the development of new ITA-endorsed Master courses in 
tunnelling  

Establish a bibliography of reference documents for each topic of the 
training portfolio in collaboration with ITA-CET lecturers 

Identify regions currently lacking a regional key correspondent in order to 
extend this network 

Involve Working Groups and Committee’s in the 
preparation of didactic documents and ITA-CET 
courses based on their publications 

2.3 

Contact WG leaders to identify and develop education actions related to WG 
publications  

Work with ITA COSUF to develop and implement training sessions linked to 
safety during tunnel operation 

Organize specific training sessions on the use of 
underground space in developing countries 

5.3 Develop training activities in continents not yet involved in ITA-CET 
activities (notably India and Africa), in collaboration with ITACUS. 

- - Broaden the outreach of communication on the Committee’s activities 
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The Committee’s Steering Board welcomes two 
new members 

 

Michael Kompatscher, General Manager 

at the Hagerbach Test Gallery in 

Switzerland, was recently appointed the 

leader of Activity Group 2 of the ITA-CET 

Committee. This group is focused on 

developing training actions for “blue 

collar” workers within the tunnelling 

industry and helping to disseminate 

industry knowledge on specific topics to 

ITA Member Nations. Here, he tells us 

how he sees his new mission and the 

challenges that the Activity Group faces. 

Q. What led you to take an interest in the activities of the ITA-

CET Committee and in particular training actions for blue collar 
professionals? 

M.K: “Education and training have been important activities at our 
Hagerbach Test Gallery for many years and together with the CUC 
Foundation (which is, by the way, a founding member of the ITACET 
Foundation) we have developed different courses and specific training 
actions together with international companies in the tunnelling 
industry. Tunnelling technologies, chemical applications in 
construction works, health and safety measures, fire protection and 
many other topics have been addressed, e.g. the well-known EFNARC 
nozzleman examiner training scheme. Today, this EFNARC training 
scheme is ITA-CET endorsed.” 

Q. In your opinion what are the current shortfalls in “blue collar” 

training within the tunnelling industry, bearing in mind that most 
major companies have already developed training packages for their 
staff? 

M.K:“A major issue is the varying quality of training. Much training is 
done directly on site and the information provided depends mainly on 
the experience and knowledge of the trainer. Systematic and 3

rd
 party 

approved training with acknowledged methods and a standard syllabus 
and contents would be desirable, but is not widely available. Company 
training is good, but trainees’ understanding of the various options 
used at construction sites is often limited to the product driven 
presentation of individual companies. And of course, company training 
is by nature commercially driven and therefore less acknowledged by 
industry stakeholders. ITA-CET could help bring training to a more 
internationally recognized level”. 

 

Q. How could the ITA-CET Committee help to overcome these 

shortfalls? 
 
M.K:“The development of specific and internationally recognized 
training courses for workers in tunnelling projects would help to 

 
 
standardize the required quality levels for underground construction 
works and improve the overall understanding and behaviour of 
construction workers with regard to specific aspects of underground 
works. Blue collar workers would also greatly benefit from holding an 
internationally recognized training certificate”. 
 

Q. What type of “partners” could benefit from teaming up with 

ITA-CET to develop training actions? 

M.K: “Training actions for blue collar workers would be of benefit to 
contractors and applicator companies, as better educated and trained 
employees result in less issues and costs at their sites. Owners and 
investors would certainly appreciate the improved quality and 
minimized risk of their construction projects. The main partners who 
would benefit from ITA-CET actions are solution providers that suffer if 
the workers and operators at construction sites don’t use or apply 
innovative products and technologies in the right way. Trained workers 
must know the do’s and don’ts, risks and opportunities of their working 
environment and be able to tackle the challenges in a safe and 
professional way with the right tools. An efficient Man-Machine-
Material interface can be game changing when it comes to 
underground works”. 

Q. How can the ITAtech Committee and the ITA-CET Committee 

work closer together to develop training actions for these 
professionals? 

M.K: “The activity groups in ITAtech are at the forefront of 
technological innovations in tunnelling. These experts also gather 
information on required improvements from the highest level in the 
industry. Collaboration with this group can provide key input on 
training actions that need to be developed and improved in the future”. 

Q. In addition to developing training actions targeted at blue 

collar workers, ITA-CET also has the mission of disseminating 
industry knowledge on specific topics to “non-initiated” ITA 
Member Nations. Can you provide some examples of how this can 
be achieved?  
 
M.K: “This is challenging. The ITA-CET Committee works together with 
various universities and training centres and of course has an important 
role to play in transferring achieved quality levels to nations not yet 
familiar with current practices. ITA-CET training courses organized in 
collaboration with the ITACET Foundation and industry experts are one 
important way of effectively disseminating information. In addition, 
modern communication technologies can help with dissemination, 
including with respect to language skills (a topic that must not be 
neglected with blue collar workers) – at least as a first step of bringing 
all nations to same level of understanding”.  
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Eric Leca is Vice President of the 
ITA and the newly appointed Tutor 
of the ITA-CET Committee for the 
period 2016-2019. In the short 
interview below, he shares his 
vision on how the Association 
should foster training and 
education within the tunnelling 
community. 

 

Q. During the World Tunnel Congress in Norway in June, the ITA 

revealed its strategic plan for 2017-2020. How does training and 
education fit into this plan?  

E.L.: “Training is part of knowledge-sharing, which is one of the ITA’s 
historical founding pillars. With the growing use of the underground 
which we observe nowadays and foresee for the future, training and 
education have become essential components of our action, in view of 
the qualified resources which will be required to successfully complete 
these projects. This trend, and the challenges that are associated with 
this development, were fully acknowledged when preparing the ITA 
strategic plan up to 2020 that was revealed at the 2017 General 
Assembly in Bergen.  

The new plan identifies Education and Training as one of the six 
strategic goals for the three years to come, notably via Goal number 4 
“Encourage further Knowledge Sharing through Education and 
Training”.  Moreover, education and training are present in a number of 
other goals, such as Goal number 2 on Working Groups and 
Committees and Goal number 5 on Enhancing tunnelling and 
underground space awareness”. 

I am pleased to see that ITA-CET has worked on establishing concrete 
actions for the next four-year period, based on these strategic goals 

Q. In your opinion, how can training and education actions be 

further improved over the next few years? 

E.L.: “In answering this question, I would first like to emphasize the 
work that has been accomplished so far by both the ITA-CET and the 
ITACET Foundation and the current level of activity, with no less than 8 
training sessions organized in 2017. These sessions largely rely upon 
voluntary work, which makes this achievement even more remarkable. 
Looking forward, we see a need for more interaction within the ITA, 
with the Working Groups and other Committees, as well as with our 
Industry partners.  

There is significant value in the knowledge and knowhow carried within 
our association and this can certainly contribute to making our training 
and education offer ever more comprehensive and up to date when it 
comes to evolutions in needs and technologies. One other area where I 
would see it worth investing is the introduction of modern ways of 
training, e.g. through e-learning and webinars”. 

 

 
 

Q. What is the ITA’s position with regard to the scope of training 

actions? Should they be primarily focused on developing countries 
and countries in transition or is there also a need to conduct actions 
in developed countries? 
 

E.L.: “As a matter of principle, the ITA aims to address the needs of all 
Member Nations, and as such there should not be any differentiation 
made between countries. Having said that, we also need to look at how 
and where we can best add value through our action. For sure, strong 
focus should be placed on countries which are relatively new to 
tunnelling and underground space, or generally have less of a training 
offer available within the country.  

On the other hand, we should also think of a training offer that could be 
of interest to all Member Nations. As an example, the organization of 
the WTC in a different country every year provides an extraordinary 
opportunity to gather - in one location - experts and faculties from all 
over the world that are internationally recognized in their field.  
Possibly, this unique situation could be used to offer a training 
programme that would be tailor-made to meet a broad range of 
expectations from the host Member Nation. Likewise, knowledge 
gathered within the ITA - both through Working Groups and 
Committees – could be more extensively used to form the basis for 
specialized training sessions that could be of broad interest among 
Member Nations”. 

Q. Finally, how do you see your role as tutor of the ITA-CET 

Committee? 

E.L.: “In our organization, the ITA-CET is in charge of promoting 
education and training throughout the tunnelling and underground 
space world, and assisting in coordinating actions defined in this field 
to serve the ITA strategy. Within this context, I see my role primarily as 
maintaining a permanent channel of communication between the 
Executive Council and the Committee, so that we can ensure alignment 
with the ITA strategy and facilitate actions when necessary to help ITA-
CET implement their plan and meet their objectives”. 
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Facts and figures for 2017 
 

 

 

 

 

 

By Michel Deffayet: ITA-CET Committee Vice Chairman 

 

The year 2017 has once again seen the ITA-CET Committee highly 

active in organizing training events around the globe. Close 

collaboration with the ITACET Foundation and with ITA Member 

Nations has enabled a total of eight events to be organized this year in 

seven different countries.  

The role of the Committee in these events is to establish the training 

topic with Member Nation representatives and to prepare a tailor-

made programme that meets the Nation’s specific requirements. In 

addition, the Committee chooses lecturers from its list of over 130 

renowned experts from around the world, who have agreed to share 

their time and expertise in the interest of global knowledge-sharing.  

The ITACET Foundation also plays a vital role, dealing with the 

organizational and financial aspects of training sessions, essential to 

the success of these events. It is in charge of ensuring regular contact 

with Member Nation representatives, in order to guarantee that the 

pedagogical material presented in the training sessions is done so in 

good conditions.  

The majority of the training sessions organized this year were held in 

Asia and South America, which reflects the continuing boom in 

tunnelling and underground works experienced by these continents 

over the last couple of decades.   

Malaysia has continued to pursue its efforts to train young engineers 

and in April organized its fourth training session in collaboration with 

the ITA-CET Foundation since 2011, which focused on the “Principles of 

Tunnel Design”.  

 

 

 

 

 

Over 60 participants attended this event, many of which were students, 

eager to embark upon a career in tunnelling, following the high-profile 

projects that have impressed the tunnelling community over recent 

years.  

New topics are beginning to emerge in Member Nations’ requests for 

training sessions, reflecting current problems faced by populations 

worldwide: urban sprawl and the changing climate. China organized 

two events this year in relation to these issues. The first was a seminar 

held in Chengdu in April on “Urban utility tunnels”, as the country is 

seeking to develop a vast network of tunnels that will carry utility lines 

such as electricity, water, heating and sewer pipes as well as 

telecommunications cables. This will both improve the urban landscape 

and protect these lines from extreme meteorological events. This event 

gathered over 400 attendees, reflecting the strong growing interest in 

this field (see photo below). 

The second event in China was a two-day seminar in November which 
focused on “Tunnelling for Flood Control”. The changing climate is 
increasingly putting populations at risk from flooding and China is no 
exception. Over 300 participants attended this event which provided 
interesting examples of tunnels used for flood management around the 
world. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ITA-CET TRAINING SESSIONS IN 2017 

Training 

Sessions 

8 
Countries 

7 
Trainees 

1140 

Training session on the Principles of Tunnel Design – Malaysia, April 2017 

6 

https://www.itacet.org/sessions/at-a-glance
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June saw the traditional training session prior to the World Tunnel 
Congress, which this year was held in Norway and focused on 
“Excavation and Support in Soft Ground Conditions. There has been an 
incredible worldwide development in tunnelling over recent years and 
the global trend towards increasingly longer and more complex tunnels 
and underground projects means that excavation often involves a 
combination of both hard rock and softer ground. Consequently, tunnel 
engineers require knowledge of a variety of ground conditions that 
could occur during tunneling works, including excavation and support 
in soft ground. The 50 attendees of this WTC event, from 12 different 
countries, were able to benefit from the expert advice of some of the 
most respected experts within their field, who presented numerous 
case studies from around the world.  

 

 

Collaboration with Member Nations from South America has continued 
over the last year, with training sessions organized in both Chile and 
Argentina. A third session was scheduled in Mexico, but unfortunately 
had to be postponed until early 2018, due to conflicting dates with 
other events.  

Training on “Risk Management in Tunnelling” continues to be a “hot 
topic” and Chile organized a two-day course on this issue in September, 
which attracted over 70 participants. Over recent years, growing 
awareness of the importance of risk management has led to an 
increasing demand for training on this topic from ITA Member Nations. 

 

 
Argentina examined the issue of “Sustainability and Eco-friendly 
Tunnelling”, with a one-day course on this topic organized as part of 
the country’s 7th Tunnelling and Underground Workshop, in 
November, with over 110 attendees. The aim of this session was to 
provide an introduction to the environmental impacts of tunnel 
construction and operation and the way to adopt a more eco-friendly 
and sustainable approach to resource consumption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In October, the ITA-CET Committee was involved in the preparation of 
a “Partner Session” within the scope of the 5th edition of the IRF 
Middle East and North Africa Regional Congress and Exhibition, held in 
Dubai. This session focused on innovative and sustainable urban 
transport solutions, reviewing international best practices in design and 
planning. The main presentation was given by the ITA President, Mr 
Tarciscio Celestino and the ITA-CET Committee Vice Chairman, Michel 
Deffayet, acted as moderator.  

In November, a two-day training session on the “Control and 

Monitoring of Tunnels and Underground Space” was organized in 

Bhutan. Six international lecturers, including Alexandre Gomes, Vice 

President of the ITA, gave talks to 91 participants from various 

organizations. The event was attended by the Prime minister of 

Bhutan, His Excellency Lyonchhen Dasho Tshering Tobgay, who 

emphasised that the country needs to develop its own expertise and to 

build tunnels for purposes other than hydropower, which constitute the 

vast majority of the tunnels in the country today. 

 

 
 

In all, the eight training events in 2017 have gathered an impressive 

1,140 participants. The next year is set to be just as busy, with events 

already scheduled in Nigeria, the UAE, China, France, Brazil, USA and  

Italy. 

The ITA President, Tarciscio Clestino, giving a lecture in Chile, September 2017 

Argentina, 2017. Left to right: Michel Deffayet (ITA-CET Committee Vice Chairman), Martin Böfer, (Chairman of 
AATES), Robert Galler (ITA-CET Committee Chairman) and Oscar Vardé (Secretary General AATES)  

Alexandre Gomes (ITA Vice President), and Lyonchhen Dasho Tshering Tobgay (the Bhutanese Prime 
Minister), November 2017 

The WTC training session in Norway, June 2017 
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Malaysia pursues its training efforts 
 

by Dr Ooi Teik Aun (Chair of WTC 2020, ITA Executive Council Member) 
and Kristen Drouard (ITA-CET Administrative Secretary) 

 
Over the last two decades, the achievements in tunnelling and 
underground space development in Asia have been impressive and some 
might argue nowhere more so than in Malaysia. Recent high-profile 
projects such as the dual-purpose SMART storm water management 
tunnel and the Klang Valley MRT which inspired the variable density 
tunnel boring machine (VD TBM) have firmly placed Malaysia on the 
map in terms of innovations in tunnelling. 

These projects have naturally led to a marked increase in the need to 
train highly skilled manpower. To meet this challenge, Malaysia has 
undertaken various initiatives over recent years. The Tunnelling and 
Underground Space Technical Division (TUSTD), through the 
Institution of Engineers, Malaysia has been particularly involved in 
activities related to the promotion and advancement of tunnelling and 
underground space engineering technologies, both locally and 
internationally. The IEM is the official representative of Malaysia within 
the ITA.  

Since its creation in 2000, the IEM TUSTD and IEM Training Centre 
(IEMTC) / IEM Academy (IEMASB) have been involved in numerous 
knowledge-sharing and training initiatives, including three editions of 
its International Conference and Exhibition on Tunnelling and 
Underground Space (ICETUS), which took place in 2006, 2011 and 2015. 
For the latter two conferences, the TUSTD collaborated with the ITA-
CET Committee and ITACET Foundation to organize specific training 
sessions in conjunction with these events, focusing respectively on the 
topics “Tunnel Design Principles” and “Tunnelling for Transport in 
Urban Areas”. The IEM again joined forces with ITA-CET in 2016, to 
organize a two-day training session on “Risk Management in 
Tunnelling”. More recently, the TUSTD played host to the South East 
Asian Conference and Exhibition on Tunnelling and Underground 
Space (SEACETUS), held in Kuala Lumpur in April 2017. Within the 
scope of this event, ITA-CET collaborated with IEM to organize a two-
day post-conference training session on the "Principles of Tunnel 
Design", held on 18th and 19th April. (see photo below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, through the WTC2020, IEM TUSTD and IEMASB, the IEM 
organized a one day practical course on TBM Technology by 
Herrenknecht on 6th October 2017 (click here for hyperlink). This short 
course was organized as a part of pre-conference event of the World 
Tunnel Congress 2020 and provided specialized knowledge and 
experience in TBM technology including the latest award winning 
innovation, the Variable Density TBM (VDTBM). 

 

 

Malaysia currently has several major infrastructure projects, such as 
Lines 2 and 3 of the Mass Rapid Transit, the 6.5km Penang undersea 
tunnel, the Kuala Lumpur – Singapore high speed rail network, for 
which MMC-Gamuda has been appointed the Project Delivery Partner, 
the East coast rail link tunnel (under the “One Belt One Road” initiative) 
and the Bandar Malaysia underground city. Conscious of the fact that 
higher education establishments must help students to enter the 
tunnelling industry and tackle the challenges of such ambitious 
projects, the IEM is currently looking into the possibility of developing a 
specific Master’s in Tunnel Engineering. This course would be the first 
of its kind in Malaysia and a further step towards developing high-level 
expertise that would enable local players to take on ever more complex 
tunnel construction projects. 

Other examples of training initiatives, aimed more specifically at blue 
collar workers, are the creation of the MMC-Gamuda Tunnelling 
Training Academy in December 2011, and the MMC-Gamuda TBM 
Refurbishment Centre in 2015, which plans to refurbish 8 of the 10 
TBMs used for the MRT Line 1 project. The former has already 
produced 500 “graduates”, helping to develop a sustainable local 
workforce with the required skills and expertise to boost Malaysia’s 
productivity in tunnel engineering. 
 
Collaboration between the ITA-CET Committee and Malaysia is set to 
continue over the next few years. Initial discussions are already 
underway with regard to the training session that will take place within 
the scope of the World Tunnel Congress in Kuala Lumpur in 2020. The 
theme for this training session is “Innovations in Tunnelling – 
Perspectives for Young Engineers”. It would appear that Malaysia’s 
exploits in the tunnelling world have only just begun! 

ITA-CET training session on Risk Management, Kuala Lumpur, April 2017 

Participants at the TBM training session on 6th October 2017 
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Focus on the Master’s in Tunnelling and Underground 
Works in Madrid
 
By Carlos S. Oteo, Course Director 
 
 
The construction of tunnels and the use of underground space are on the 
increase throughout the world. There are several reasons for this: the 
development of national or international high-performance transport 
routes, continuous urban growth leading to an ever-decreasing lack of 
surface space, and the changing climate, forcing nations to build utility 
tunnels to protect their power and communication lines or to protect 
populations via flood control tunnels.  
 
 

 
 
 
It was this boom in underground works that led AETOS (the Spanish 
Association for Tunnels and Underground Works) CICCP (the Spanish 
Association of Civil Engineers) and UNED (the Spanish Open University) 
to develop a specialized Master’s, which runs in Madrid.  
 
The aim of this Master’s is to provide students with a high level of 
instruction in tunnelling and underground works, that will grant them 
access to the labour market in this field, whether they choose to 
specialize in planning and design aspects or the management and 
execution of works. An additional objective is to complete the training of 
both professionals who already work in tunnelling and those who wish to 
dedicate themselves to research and / or teaching in this field. 
 
The Master’s is open to students who already have a minimum of four 
years higher education and have a degree in engineering (civil or mining) 
or geology. The “on-campus” course comprises theoretical classes, 
practical classes, field trips and a thesis which must be defended before 
an acadmemic panel.  
 
The nine teaching modules cover the following topics: Geological and 
Geotechnical Bases for the Design and Construction of Tunnels, 
Regulations and Design Criteria, Traditional Construction Methods and 
NATM, Cut-and-cover Tunnels, Design and Construction of Tunnels 
Excavated with Tunnel Boring Machines, Ground Treatment and 
Monitoring, Numerical Methods for the Design and Construction of 
Tunnels, Inspection, Maintenance and Repair and finally, Equipment and 
Health and Safety During Tunnel Construction.  
 
The course has a duration of one academic year, amounting to 60 ECTS 
in total. A minimum of fourteen students must be successfully enrolled 
for the course to run. Teaching takes place from January to June each  
year, with thesis work conducted from July to September. Students 
defend their thesis in October / November. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An on-line version of the Master’s is also available to students who prefer 
to opt for distance learning. Students must complete certain compulsory 
modules and can then choose optional modules. A thesis must also be 
defended. As with the face-to-face Master’s, students who complete the 
degree obtain 60 ECTS. Students who need or wish to study over a 
longer period of time than one academic year have up to five years to 
finish the required course modules and submit their thesis. In 2017, 41 
students enrolled on this on-line course. For the 2017-2018 call, 36 
students have enrolled.  
 
This Master’s has a considerable international outreach thanks to 
collaboration with sister associations that are members of the ITA, 
especially those in Spanish-speaking countries, such as ACTOS, APTOS, 
etc. with which AETOS has cooperation agreements. In 2015, after 
analyzing entry criteria, the quality of the course content, the diversity of 
the lecturers and the teaching and evaluation methods, the ITA decided 
to officially endorse the course. 
 
The students who obtain this Master’s degree in Tunnels and 
Underground Works become part of the exclusive AETOS database 
which contains job offers from private companies in the tunnelling sector 
and enables AETOS to put newly graduated students in direct contact 
with professionals looking for skilled labour.  
 
The “on-campus” Master’s is now in its 13

th
 edition and 221 students have 

enrolled since the course was first offered in 2006. The majority of those 
who enroll on the course are from Spanish-speaking countries, but 
students of other nationalities wishing to develop their international 
mobility potential have also attended the course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Additional information is available at: 

http://www.aetos.es/formacion-presencial-master-
tuneles-y-obras-subterraneas/ 

Email: master@aetos.es 

 

 

 

Students on a field trip. Photo courtesy of AETOS 
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The Committee launches a Linkedin Group for 
its university network members
 

by Georg Anagnostou: Leader of Activity Group 3 
and Kristen Drouard: ITA-CET Administrative Secretary 
 
The university network of the ITA-CET Committee currently comprises 
27 official members working in universities or other higher education 
establishments worldwide. These members come from 20 different 
countries,: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, China, Colombia, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, Romania, Slovenia, 
South Korea, Switzerland, Thailand, the UK, the USA and Vietnam. 
 
The network also comprises other university contacts, notably in 
Mexico and Malaysia, who are not official ITA-CET Committee 
members, but have collaborated with the ITA-CET Committee either 
for the organization of training sessions or for the development of 
university master’s degrees.  
 
A prime objective of this university network is knowledge-sharing 
amongst its members. The fact that they are spread around the globe 
considerably complicates the organization of meetings, thereby 
hindering the exchange of information and the development of 
collaborations. With this in mind, the ITA-CET Committee has recently 
set up a closed group on Linkedin entitled “ITA-CET University 
Network”. 
 
The aim of this group is to provide an exchange platform for the 
Committee’s university network, enabling its members to interact and 
share information and practices on university education in tunnelling 
and underground space. However, to be of benefit to its members, this 
Linkedin group needs regular fresh input. All university network 
members are therefore invited to join this group and to post 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
information or start a discussion. Examples of use include but are not 
limited to: 
 information on new or planned Master courses 
 discussions on Master course content and teaching methods 
 invitations to other members to act as a guest lecturer (via video-

conference or in person) 
 the promotion of specific initiatives conducted by a university 

(research or other) 
 the advertising of professor vacancies  
 the organization of student exchanges. 
 
It is hoped that this initiative will strengthen relations between the 
university network members and foster new collaborations. 

 
 

 

 

In the press 

 
by Kristen Drouard: ITA-CET Administrative Secretary  
 
The on-line magazine “TunnelTalk” recently featured a special focus on 
training and education. As part of this focus, an article was specifically 
dedicated to the work of the ITA-CET Committee and ITACET 
Foundation. Click here to see the article in question.  
 
A second article in the same issue took a look at the ITACET 
training course which was organized within the scope of the WTC in 
Bergen in June 2017. 
 

https://www.tunneltalk.com/Education-and-Training-Oct2017-ITA-focus-on-education-and-training.php
https://www.tunneltalk.com/Education-and-Training-Oct2017-ITACET-WTC-short-course-Bergen.php

